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E-commerce has great prospects, especially B2B, has become the current hot 
economy of global society. This is an unquestionable fact that governments promote a 
variety of media publicity, the participation of various types of enterprises have fully 
proved this point.  
Firstly, this paper introduces the background of system development, also Status 
and Tendency of industry, then brief introduction of AJAX and MEMCACHED that 
mainly related to. Simultaneously comes the analysis of the overall system architecture 
and core functional requirements, and the system's main modules for further analysis, 
meanwhile, analysis of a clear development objectives and some of the details of the 
attention point were made. After that, selections of key components and then be 
analyzed, and the key technology in the design process are introduced. The core of this 
paper is that making site creating plans as the general line, analysising the hardware 
configuration changes and site structure changes during the site develops from zero 
users to stable, and the corresponding analysis of the problems that may arise. Explore 
how to build a stable and efficient large-scale websites.  
The BaiMao network, as an implementation of this plateform, whose normal 
operation of the first phase proved that the system is designed to be successful. And 
this is only the beginning of the project, follow-up, there are many need to be perfected. 
For example, data mining, artificial intelligence, and so on. 
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1.3.1 AJAX 技术简介 
一、关于 Ajax 













































































































1.3.2 MEMCACHED 技术简介 
一、什么是 Memcached 








































 协议简单  
 基于libevent的事件处理  
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  向网站提出改进意见或者对商家及网站服务等提出投诉。 
二、卖方需求 
(一) 查询系统： 
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